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A Communication Template will be placed at national airlines from May to 

improve convenience for the hearing impaired and foreigners in the expected 

services such as first aid, food and beverage requests, and so forth. 

 

[Possible Case] Mr. A, who has hearing loss problem, happened to have a 

stomachache on an airplane while traveling abroad. However, he had no choice 

but to hold on to his aching stomach for over two hours until the flight landed 

due to the difficulty of using internet translator and communicate with the cabin 

crews. 

 

In-flight communication is expected to become more convenient for the hearing 

impaired and foreigners. 

 

The National Aviation Museum of Korea (CEO AHN Tae-hyun) under the 

Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport (MOLIT, Minister PARK Sang-

woo) together with 10 national airlines* have produced a type of communication 

images (AAC** template) for the hearing impaired and foreign passengers. 

 

*  Korean Air, Asiana Airlines, Jeju Air, Jin Air, Air Busan, Eastar Jet, T'way Air, Air 

Seoul, Air Premia, Aero K 

** Augmentative and Alternative Communication 
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The AAC template is expected to resolve inconveniences during 

communications in emergency situations or food and beverage requests, etc. 

while greatly increase the convenience of customized services. 

 

The Template has been designed with 25 expressions in 4 categories needed in 

the frequently requested situations by passengers, including first aid and in-flight 

meal services, which were selected by the hearing impaired, pilots, and cabin 

crew managers, and so forth. 

 

The currently produced AAC template will be used by 10 national airlines 

starting in May. 

 

Director General for Aviation Policy KIM Young-guk of the MOLIT expressed, 

“With the direct participation of the hearing-impaired people, we expect that the 

communication using AAC template could be a lot more effective.” 

 

Adding, “We also have a plan to expand its provision to 73 foreign airlines 

operating in Korea”. 
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AAC (Augmentative and Alternative Communication) Template 

 

 


